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Mercury retrograde definition urban dictionary

Over the past week, you may have heard someone blaming something annoying, troublesome or just terrible for Mercury's regression. It is a phrase that is especially common among those who enjoy astrology. But if you don't believe in horoscopes, you might wonder: What on earth did the Harry Potter
spell come out of that very person's mouth? March 23 marked the official decline of Mercury in 2018; The planet will remain in decline on The 15th. I know, it still doesn't say anything about what it means. Don't be afraid. You are to learn the history of the sentence and how it took on the meaning that the
modern world knows. Let's start with the basics. The term backwards is defined as directed or moving backwards. Mercury's decline therefore technically means that the planet Mercury appears to be travelling from east to west, contrary to its normal west-to-east orbit through the stars. Regression occurs
on all visible planets. Depending on the planet, spaces between retroactive periods can vary from a few months to a few years. This phenomenon mystifies ancient astronomers studied in the night sky. In fact, regression is one of the ways in which the planets got their name; they were named by ancient
astronomers after the Greek word, which means wanderer, because large celestial bodies seemed to roam the sky among solid stars. However, declining movement is not a real phenomenon, just an optical illusion. Because Mercury's orbit is faster and smaller than Earth's, the planet often reaches and
passes Earth. When this happens, the smaller planet seems to retreat through the sky. Of course, most ancient starry skies didn't know that. In its geocentric model of the solar system, Apollonius explained the declining movement in the third century BC by predicting that the planets were traveling in
abbreviations and epicycles, or prograde and retrograde movement cycles. It wasn't until 240 that it was understood to be an illusion. You're probably still wondering what all this has to do with the laptop crash. Sit still. I'll take care of it. Sharing certain events on different planets has been part of astrology
for centuries. However, since it takes all week to explain the history of astrology, we are rewinding to the part where blaming everything on poor Mercury became commonplace. In the 1930s, a magazine called American Astrology began publishing horoscopes that tied birth dates to zodiac signs. This was
the beginning of the daily horoscopes that we all know and love (or mock) today. The audience loved the idea of personalized, accessible prediction. Many magazines and newspapers took advantage of this craze. Soon the most popular magazines began to contain these in all its affairs. Then, in the
1980s, newspapers set up phone lines that people could call to get personal horoscopes. Later, astrology enjoyed another spike in popularity. This is where Mercury and all its tricks come into play. When a person calling the journal's horoscope line asked a question, the astrologer would reference an
ancient branch of astrology known as horary astrology. Horary astrology practitioners use the time of birth of the question instead of the birth of the questioner to find answers. Horary reading used traditional astrology and the current placement of planets at the time the question was asked in response - in
the same way that a birth diagram would provide detailed information about a person based on birth. According to the Astrology Dictionary, each planet is associated with different aspects of life, and the declining period means that there are difficulties backwards with planet-related issues. Mercury is a
planet associated with communication, media, travel and technology. When Mercury regresses, people are supposedly struggling in those areas of life. Itinerary plans are an obstacle to weather or faulty instructions; friends argue; relationships break down; the laptop breaks down. Of course, these things
might as well happen at any other time of the year. Yet coincidences can create powerful magic. They say someone called the hotline when Mercury backed off and asked if his ex would come back to him. Unfortunately, it turned out to the caller that he had already moved on with another man. It is
probably a product of bad timing or bad good From a girl's point of view, it might as well be a product of good health. Nevertheless, since Mercury has regressed at that time, it is all too easy to blame the planet. As horary astrology grew more popular, Mercury's decline began to take on a negative
connotation as humans began to give almost nothing bad that happened during that time with the strange behavior of the planet. In reality, of course, your computer can crash on any day of the year. Now, decades later, the internet has enabled people to easily access more complex astronomical data
and theories. It doesn't seem coincidentally that the latest recovery in astrology matches the emergence of social media, as Facebook and Twitter became key sources of news. It was only a matter of time before articles on mercury decline began to circulate; Consequently, the Internet had a new
argument for what went wrong. As history has shown, as the media changes, astrology also changes. However, according to The Astrology Dictionary, there are some strange popular events that have gone down during Mercury's decline. Just a few: Head of the U.S. Supreme Court He spoke wrongly
when he took the oath of office at Barack Obama's inauguration during his first term as president on 20 May. Roberts' mistake led Obama to misly pronounce it. As a result, both men were forced to re-take the oath of office for the second time in a private ceremony the following day, 21 March. Kanye
West's famous interruption in Taylor Swift's acceptance speech at the 2009 MTV Video Music Awards on September 13, 2009 occurred during Mercury's decline in Libra. The launch of the National Health Insurance Exchange Website in the United States in October 2013 occurred over mercury's decline
in Scorpion. It was hampered by serious technological problems. The launch of the website itself came just as Mercury entered its pre-regression shadow period on 1 January 1999. The press conference took place on the day mercury actually regressed. These are probably just coincidences. Be that as it
may, from now on you will have 15. You are arbitrarily in a fight with your best friend over a misunderstanding, you have a flat tire on the way to work, and the important document you needed disappeared into the post office and never arrived at its intended destination. You may regard this unfortunate
sequence of events as a lucky (or rather lack therein), but some may take it a step further and blame it on the fact that Mercury has once again regressed. One of the most nerve-racking events in astrology, Mercury's decline is actually an optical illusion that occurs about 3-4 times a year. During this time,
the planet Mercury appears to move backwards (or backwards) as it is viewed from Earth. But what causes this, and why does it always send your astrology-loving friends so irritable? First, let's talk about the basics. From Mercury, Mercury, about the size of the Earth's moon, is the closest planet in our
solar system and the smallest planet in our solar system. Because Mercury is close to the sun, it has a shorter orbit than Earth (88 days vs. 365 days), which is probably why the planet was named after the fast, fast-footed Roman god Mercurius or the Greek mythology Hermes. Often depicted with wings
in his shoes and helmet, Hermes served as the essential messenger of all other gods, taking over commerce, wealth, theft, eloquence, science and good happiness. Since it has always been so clearly visible in the night sky, it is difficult to say exactly when Mercury was first discovered, but astronomers
Galileo Galilei and Thomas Harriot first spotted the planet through telescopes in 1631. What does it mean when you're Has it regressed? By definition, regression refers to moving backwards, moving backwards or heading, retiring or withdrawing. The word retrograde, first used in the 14th century, was
originally used to describe the observed movements of planets and is derived from the Latin prefix retro, or backwards. While it may seem that astrologers talk most about Mercury's moonwalk around the sun, it turns out that all planets take turns moving backwards at some point - or at least that's how

they appear from our position on Earth. Since Mercury, in particular, orbits the sun about four times faster than Earth, there are a few periods of the year when a fast planet moves briefly from east to west in the sky rather than from west to east. It practically crashes us on its way around the sun, causing
an optical illusion in the meantime. Look at it this way: if you're driving a car on the highway and another car passed you, you'd easily recognize that the car was just moving faster than you. On the other hand, if you're in a car doing a bypass, a quick change of perspective might make a slower car seem to
move backwards relative to your own movement, even though we know that's not really the case. (If you're still having trouble visualizing it, this video serves as a pretty good explanation.) Interestingly enough, mercury's seemingly abnormal period of decline was first noticed in British agricultural almanacs
in the 18th century. Farmers used these almanacs to strategically try to synchronised their planting and growth schedules with optimal cycles of stars. What does the decline of mercury mean in the context of astrology? So why are so many people afraid of mercury regressing, and how will this illusion, as
Mercury moves backwards in the sky, affect our daily lives? In astrology, the backward movements of any planet are usually negative connotations. Astrologers believe that the planet's backward movement can lead to an increasing interruption of the earth's rules, and since Mercury controls all forms of
communication, knowledge, transportation and even technology, the periods of Mercury's regression are always particularly hectic. According to astrologers, you may experience more misunderstandings and disagreements in your personal relationships during Mercury's decline, which can only be
increased by technical accidents, car problems and hiccups in travel plans along the way. This year's third and final Mercury retrospective period is October 14-November 3 and ends perfectly in the last few weeks leading up to Election Day. So if you think the current news cycle is giving you a whiplash
already, we have bad news for you. There is no scientific evidence to support the astrologers' claims. Going backwards, but for believeers and non-believeers, surviving mercury's decline is pretty simple: choose your words carefully, triple check that your data has been backed up somewhere, and plan
accidents with cars, trucks and travel in general. If all else fails, blame Mercury. Mercury also controls two brands, Gemini and Virgo, because of its link to equality. What does that even mean? Read more about Gemin and Virgo to find out! Then test your cosmic writing energy with this quiz in the
language of astrology. Lingo.
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